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The beginning of drawing maps on Antarctic Continent coincides with its opening by the First

Russian Antarctic Expedition under the leadership of Bellinsgauzen and Lazarev when in 1820 our

compatriots came to a coast of a shelf glacier of Antarctic Continent and for the first time carried out its

sea inventory.

1969 year was marked by creation of the two volume edition of Atlas of Antarctic Continent in

which  you can find the detailed characteristic of a nature of the Continent. The experts of

“Roscartographiya” also took part in this work and to tell the truth this Atlas could be named as the

“Cartographical Encyclopedia of Antarctic Continent”. The specialists of the State Enterprise

“Aerogeodeziya” took part in the Antarctic expeditions since 1970. The works were carried out by

forces of  geodetic land groups of our Enterprise in structure of 20 Soviet Antarctic Expeditions and 9

Russian Antarctic Expeditions.

These works conditionally can be divided into four stages:

1 stage (1970 - 1974)

2 stage (1975 - 1984)

3 stage (1985 - 1990)

4 stage (1991 - till the present time).
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The first stage – acquaintance  with the Antarctic conditions, choice the  most effective

methods of producing the geodetic works, check and use new technical means in the Antarctic conditions.

Some special geodetic works of that period were executed on the territory of East Antarctic Continent:

1) Radiogeodetic measurements for definition the length of the space basis about 1400 Kms

between stations Novolazarevakaya and Molodezhnaya. In kind of radigeodetic system was

used the airckaft radio range-finder (RDS). The whole basis was devided into 3 lines each

of which was measured by a method of internal crossing of the range.

The result processing of measurements was carried out with the use of the Computer in

stationary conditions. The basis length was equal 1377332 m with mistake of measurement 

±2 m.

2) The basis measurement between two points of the 1st class with the help of laser range-

finder “Quartz” for standadization the aircraft radio range-finder. The basis length was equal

10730,016 m with mistake of measurements -6.9 mm, relative mistake 1:1555000.

3) Linear - angular measurements of a geodetic figure consisting of 7 points and 13 sides (10

triangles). The calculated mistake of the angle was 1.″44, mistake of the side was 5.44 mm.

Results of the work are in the Catalogue of coordinates and heights of the points at station

Molodezhnaya.

4) Astronomical definitions the points of the 1 and 3 classes. The mistakes for 1 class were for

latitude – 0”.16, for  longitude – 0”.09. The astronomical definitions of the 3 class were used

for creation the topographical maps of the scales 1:100000 and 1:200000.

5) The general square of area was about 200000 km2. The map producing was carried out by

a way of aerotopographical surveying by  stereotopographical method. The air photography
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was made from the  plane IL-14 with Russian cameras (focus 100 mm and 50 mm).

Synchronously with air photography it was the registration of RDS reading, radioaltimeter

and pressure altimeter.

Astropoints of the 3 class with  mistakes of measurements ±2 m were used as a geodetic basis

for topographical surveying. The measurement processing was carried out on the Computer established

permanently at station Molodezhnaya.

Constructing of spatial photogrammer nets was carried out on a stereoproector, reducing on a

photoreducer, transformating on Seg-V and relief drawing on a stereometer.

In total for the first period of works we produced 28 sheets of maps of the scale 1 :100 000 and

52 sheets of the scale 1:200 000.

The main kinds of geodetic land works of the Second Stage were executed on the whole at the

territory of Western part of Antarctic Continent. This period is characterized by the variety of kinds of

geodetic works, to which concern:

1. Producing the topographical maps of the scales 1:100 000 and 1:200 000, with the main

purpose - development of territory in interests of a science and search of minerals. These

works were as continuation of the works begun in the Eastern part of Antarctic Continent.

Horizontal survey control was carried out with the help of RDS, elevation control – with the

help of airleveling. 49 sheets of topographical maps of the scale 1:100 000 and 46 sheets of

the scale 1:200 000 were published. The whole square of territory – 146 000 km2.

2. Definition the force of gravity on the 9 basic gravimetric points with accuracy of 0.25 mgal.

3.  Gravimetric surveying of the scale 1:1000 000 with the help of Russian gravimeters.

Surveying was done with density 1  point per 100 km2.
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4.  Producing of the topographical plans of the scale 1:2000 on areas of the Soviet Antarctic

stations: Molodezhnaya, Mirnyi, Novolazarevskaya. Plane table measurement was done with

contour interval of 1 m. The whole square of the surveying - 12.5 km2.

The third stage - mapping not only physical surface of Antarctic Continent, but also underice

both underwater part and separate elements of glacial cover. Feature of this stage was the creation of the

whole complex of topographical and thematic maps of  the scales 1:500 000 and 1:1000 000 on the base

of space photographs with using radar-tracking and seismic sounding. Mapping was done upon the

territory of Eastern and Western  parts of Antarctic Continent.

This period the works on producing the topographical plans of the scale 1:2000 and the maps of

the scale 1:10 000 on areas of Soviet stations were continued: Novolazarevskaya, Molodezhnaya,

Bellinsgausen, Russkaya. Surveying  of the scale 1:2000 was done on the territory 12.3 km2 and of the

scale 1:10000 - 11.8 km2. Creation the complex of the intercommunicated topographical and thematic

maps was done on territory of 400.000 km2. For producing topographical maps we used airplane IL-14,

IL-18 and helicopters MI-8.

For determination the coordinates of the points of sounding it was used radio system RDS-2

and satellite dopler equipment SMA-761.

The complex of maps included:

− topographical map of  physical surface including glacial surface,

− thematic map of radical relief displaying terrestrial surface without glacial cover.

− thematic map on which horizontals show the thickness of glacial cover.

The fourth stage - for the wellknown reasons is characterized by diminution the volume of land

works, the most important of them are following:
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1)  Dopler observation for artificial satellites of the Earth at first on five Antarctic stations, anb

then only on two. The supevision was carring out all the –year-round for construction net of

space triangulation and for making more exact the elements of satellite’s orbits and also the

coodrinates of ground points.

2)  Updating of topographical surveying of the scale 1:2000 on the territory of Russian stations:

Bellinsgausen, Novolazarevskaya and Mirny.

3)  Selective routs of barometrical leveling.

4)  Producing the digital maps with method of digitalization of all creating maps of the scale

1:100 000 and 1:200 000.

In perspective we  want to update the plans of the scale 1:2000 for all Antarctic stations and to

make digitalization of all topographical maps of the scale 1:100 000 - 1:1 000 000. We plan also to use

GPS-technology for executing the geodetic base instead  of astronomical measuring.

Executed by “Aerogeodesiya” geodetic works and maps of Antarctic Continent with their

informatic data and accuracy have received a high recognition not only in our country, but also among the

foreign experts.

The received cartographical materials can be effectively used for measurement the physical

condition of glacial cover, its thermodynamic processes, for study the questions about environment,

climate, water resources, perspectives of development the oil and gas shelf areas, construction of the

Antarctic stations, field bases, air stations, moorings etc.

In technical plan it is determined the choice of a technique and technology of producing the

topographical maps of the scale 1:100 000 and 1:200 000, and also complex of topographical and

thematic maps of the scale 1:500 000 and 1:1000 000.
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It is necessary to note wide use during the land works in each of stages the most perspective

and highly effective means and methods that ensured high accuracy and efficiency of mapping the different

territories of Antarctic Continent.

In the organizational plan the following questions are solved:

− organization the field  stations(bases)  on shelf glaciers;

− preparation ice take off and landing strips for airplanes;

− organization the field camps, ground radiometric and barometric stations on continental ice

and in mountains;

− guaranteeing the safe producing of works in coastal and continental area, on shelf glaciers

and in mountains;

− the most rational use  of the planes IL-14 and AN-2, helicopters MI-8 aircraft technics and

quarantee of work’s by a  radio communication.

The accumulated huge experience of production the wide spectrum of  topographic, geodetic

and cartographical works in the extreme conditions of Antarctic Continent allows to recommend to some

organizations not only from our country, but also from any foreign country on contractual conditions to

address to State Enterprise «Aerogeodeziya» with request for highly accurate, reliable and operative

realization of any kind of geodetic and topographical works on the Antarctic Continent.


